A domain dictionary contains many professional words and their definitions. In general, there are many hidden relations among words in a dictionary. In this paper, we use techniques of natural language processing to find out these relations, and bring up a method to construct a domain specific lexical semantic network.
INTRODUCTION
The semantic network is a data model to represent the relations of words in the form of network. The concept of semantic network was proposed by R. Quillian, which is based on the concept of associative memory of human [1] .
A semantic network is defined as a representative model that can be used to store the meaning of words. The semantic network is also a kind of machine-readable dictionary that can be read and interpreted by machine (or computer). Besides, the semantic network can be used on the natural language understanding system [2] .
Natural language processing (NLP) contains machine translation, information retrieval and information extraction, etc. In these fields, the machine-readable dictionary plays an important role. A machine-readable dictionary can be recognized and used by computers. In order to be machine-readable, the dictionary must be formalized. Currently famous machine-readable dictionaries, such as WordNet and HowNet, manually construct relations among words. The semantic intentions of words are used to construct the network of relations of words in lexicon. Frequency) The TFIDF [7] weight is a weight often used in information retrieval and text mining. This weight is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. tfidfij = tfij x log2(m/dfj) = tfij x idfij tfidfij : the weight of word j in document i tfij : frequency of word j in document i dfj : number of documents that have word j idfij : idfij is in direct proportion to tfidfij it means how important word j is for document i m : numeber of documents There are two different approaches to explore the structure of the meaning of a word. The first approach is to decompose words into minimal units (called morphemes [8] ) that can be identified by the appearance of words. For example, enjoyable can be decomposed into two units: "enjoy" and "able" .
The second approach decomposes the meaning of a word into smaller elements called semantic components or semantic primitives. These elements are often observed from the definitions rather than the appearance of words . [10] . Different terms with the same definition are a group of synonyms. For our dictionary construction , we exclude the polyseme and synonyms, so the mapping between terms and definitions are 1-1 and onto. A dictionary D is a collection of 2-tuples which can be defined as D={(ti,si)}.
Definition 3 A relation is defined as an element in R=WxW . Because W = TUTc, we can specify four types of relations: While the coefficient is large approaches 1, it means these terms are similar, and the relations of these terms are more significant. It must be noticed that semantic similarities can only be calculated among terms in the dictionary.
In the following sections, we will introduce the procedures of our construction method.
Construction Process
The construction of a lexical semantic network is a continuous work, and it needs the participation of domain experts. The standard process we design is shown in 
Data Preparation
We use the Financial and Banking Dictionary [11] as the domain dictionary. Due to the constraints of resources, we only use a portion of the dictionary. We select 443 terms from about 4,000 terms. In the following whenever we mention "dictionary", it implies these 443 terms and their definitions. Because it is a paper dictionary, we use optical character recognition (OCR) software to build an electronic dictionary that contains terms and their definitions.
The attributes of the table in our electronic dictionary database are shown in Table 3 : 
Word Base Construction
We use all terms and undefined words in a dictionary to build the word base. We use CWSS to segment the sentences in term definitions and get a universal set of words. After that, we can find the undefined words by comparing the universal set of words with terms.
For a highly professional domain dictionary, CWSS may segment sentences incorrectly. In order to improve this malfunction, we input the terms in dictionary as preprocessed words to increase the rate of correct segmentation.
The flow of these preprocessing tasks is as Before calculating the semantic similarity, we have to generate the feature vector for each term in the word space. The segmented definition of each term consists of words. For each word in the segmented definition, the weight of that word is computed. The weight is computed by employing the TFIDF. Then, each term has its feature vector in word space. Table 4 contains part of entries in the feature vector of the term, "Abidjan Stock Exchange", and it is represented as v = (u1, u2, u3, u4, us, u6) = (15.2293, 12.1871, 12.1871 ,  9 .00758, 8.97369, 7.05719). With all feature vectors, the semantic similarities among terms can be calculated by the cosine coefficient.
Through calculating the semantic similarities, we extract highly relevant word sets and observe the relations and relation identifiers in these sets to construct the domain lexical semantic network. In the next section , we will discuss how we retrieve the relation identifier.
3.6
Relation Identifier Retrieval
Morphology Analysis
Morphology is the study of the internal structure and formulating rule of words. In this study , we discuss compound words composed by two or more words. By analyzing the common word that appears in a collection . 
Verb-Noun Pair
The proprietor waives his rights automatically.
The brokerage firm obtains the seat in NYSE with the employee's name.
The buyer opens the voucher.
Verification
These analyses are methods that can help users to extract the information of relations. However, it still has to be verified by the domain experts. Hence, this step is a feedback for the result of relation identifier retrieval. Through the feedback, domain experts can modify the retrieving methods to increase the accuracy of result.
RESULT
There are 443 terms in our lexical semantic network.
The amount of word base is 2,594 that include 443 terms Term relations are generated by terms which exclude the reflexive relation of terms and reserve half of symmetric relations among terms. Table 5 is the amount of terms and term relations with respect to different semantic similarities.
Besides, applying semantic similarity as constraint, we can observe the clusters of our lexical semantic network .
Terms in the same cluster means that the relations among these terms are relatively significant . Based on these clusters, the relation identifiers can be retrieved more easily. Table 6 shows the amount of clusters beyond different semantic similarity constraints. They are about options, absorbed, and exchange respectively.
CONCLUSION
Most of current lexical semantic networks rarely contain specific domain words. We believe that there are many relations embedded in the dictionary; hence , this study proposes a method to construct the lexical semantic network based on a domain dictionary. We also design an algorithm to calculate the semantic similarity.
This study provides several approaches to retrieve the relation identifiers of the relations among words. Semantic networks can be used on many fields. Some of them are listed below for future study.
Word Relations
This study uses the definition sentences of terms to elicit the relation identifiers of relations among words .
Researchers can use more syntax patterns to find other meaningful relation identifiers.
Domain Ontology
In general, domain ontologies are constructed by the experts. This is a time consuming work . Using domain dictionary to build a semantic network can find some relevant concepts to be a prototype of ontology .
Search Engine
The results of most of current search engines are according to the appearance of the key words that user input; hence, the results can't represent the concept of these key words or relevant concepts. Through lexical semantic networks, search engine can find relevant key words and concepts according to the semantic similarities of words , and increase the recall rates of results . 
